
Social Media Working Group Meeting 
 

April 25, 2016 
Library 106 

2:00 – 3:00pm 
 
Split into one of the following three groups: 

1. Policy/Contract 
a. Mission – restrictive, want to post things outside of U of I. Posting about libraries 

outside of our system. Already posting, so need to adjust. Also, might want to 
include the library mission statement and inclusive statement? 

b. Content requirements – “questions outside your knowledge should be 
forwarded to your supervisor” – Kind of confusing. Should be moved or deleted. 

c. Inappropriate behavior – Change “Other Considerations” to “Inappropriate 
Behavior.” They think heavy handed, need to focus on training, rather than 
focusing on what happens when things go wrong. Fixing wording a bit. Second 
paragraph should be split in two and combined with the third paragraph: 1. 
Personal Use, 2. Inappropriate behavior and consequences. Not all faculty/staff 
are in a position to fire GAs, so we should consider alternative consequences. 

d. Challenged posts – academic freedom, who to talk to if someone requests you 
delete something (Joann). Reword to if someone requests you delete something 
talk to your supervisor, since most people will be GA’s in charge of our accounts 
and signing this document. Only the supervisors and JoAnn need to worry about 
academic freedom; this could belong elsewhere, maybe in an appendix. Also, be 
more specific with who “our” is in this sentence: “Our review will be guided by 
our commitment to the principles…” 

2. Photo Policies  
a. Flow chart 
b. Photo v. video  
c. Photo – are you staff? Your unit? Other unit? 
d. Ultimately – is anyone in your photo? Then talent release?  
e. Are you professional? – permission no sales. 
f. Not professional – okay to go for it!  
g. If you are tagging us or another library unit gives permission for the libraries to 

share the photo with others. 
h. Difference between having a policy and knowing when to execute – assume that 

people are doing the right thing, but if there is a complaint then we need to talk 
the person/exercise rules. 

i. Ultimately taking photos and sharing is good for us. 
3. Best Practices  

a. Twitter – engage with campus and community, short frequent posts, fast way to 
communicate. Who audience is depends on unit. 

b. Facebook – more closed community, who likes your page, meaty, FB events  



c. Blogs – longer format, data, long complex information 
d. Instagram – most popular UGL and most engagement, people like cats, more 

media heavy but also include sentence or two about what they are sharing.  
 
Poster dictations: 

1. Policy/contract 
a. Mission  

i. Only Illinois Materials? 
ii. OR units’ materials plus Illinois library 

b. Content requirements 
i. Questions outside knowledge:  

1. Focusing on patron interactions? 
c. Other considerations: 

i. Some elements seem overly punitive  
ii. Differing opinions 

iii. Focus on good social media training not punitive consequences 
d. Challenged posts: 

i. General, positive instructions about what is done. 
2. Photography 

a. See attached flow chart. 
3. Best practices 

a. Twitter: 
i. Engage with campus community and broader public (with an interest in 

the library)  
1. re: library services, collections and events 

ii. short, frequent posts 
iii. conversational, informal, friendly 
iv. brevity = easy to process info 
v. media and content 

vi. engage via conversation 
b. Facebook: 

i. Less open – more of a closed community (who likes your page) 
ii. More meaty, specific info 

iii. RSVP to events 
iv. Media and content 
v. Engage with comments/sharing  

vi. Better to share album of images 
c. Blogs: 

i. Need other tools to market. Blog is the product we are trying to sell. 
ii. Most info you could share – good complex info 

iii. Less frequent posts 
d. Instagram: 

i. Most engagement? – UGL 
ii. Younger (18-22) crowd uses most 



iii. Media and content but mostly media 
iv. CATS! 
v. More frequent posts, but avoid weekends? 
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